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From the President

By Robert Barnett

If you missed the January meeting (being the day after a holiday) you missed an excellent presentation by
Chuck Lind on logging and the timber industry in East Texas. Chuck knows a few things about the logging
industry. He is on the Board of Directors of the Longleaf Museum in Louisiana, and if you have visited his
railroad you have seen his outstanding logging and sawmill modeling. Thank you Chuck for a job well
done!!
I have a vested interest in learning about East Texas sawmills. My father was born in 1911 in Homan,
Arkansas, a sawmill town. He always told us the town was abandoned when the mill closed and moved on.
We took him at his word and I even misspelled Homan in his obituary spelling it “Holman”. I mean who
knew?? Many years later I was reading Joe Collias’ book “Mopac Power” when I came across a photo by
Mr. Collias of a MP steamer roaring through Homan with a MP passenger train taken in the mid 1950’s.
The station sign was clearly readable at trackside in front of the engine. What?? I though Homan was long
gone by then. Then a few years later Jerry Michaels (a well-known author of the MP Caboose Book)
compiled a CD containing the time tables for all the MoPac divisions circa 1950-1955. And sure enough
there was Homan, 12.50 miles north of Texarkana Union Station (Union Station straddles the Texas/
Arkansas State Line). And a check of later time tables still shows Homan. I should have known, once the
“Railroad”, any railroad, names a place it NEVER CHANGES. You can find hundreds of sidings, spurs
and leads named for industries or roundhouses that have been gone for decades. So, I plan to scratch built
an East Texas/Arkansas style sawmill and Chuck’s expertise is invaluable.
Thanks to all who signed up to staff the San Jacinto Club Booth at the World’s Greatest Hobby
Show and to staff the Greater Houston Train Show two weeks later.
I have been told we cannot just show up at the door for the WGH show and announce we are there to staff a
booth. We need to send in names, and it is probably limited on how many we can get in to staff one booth.
SO: we will send in the names of several members who are working multiple shifts. If you have signed up
for a single shift please pay your way in and the San Jac will reimburse you for the admission cost at the
next meeting. We are limited by our tax free status on how much we can do for members, but staffing a
booth to advertise for our up-coming Greater Houston Train Show and to advertise the club is a worthy
endeavor and we want to make our volunteers whole on the cost.
See you at the February Meeting.

Bob Barnett
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Making Things Up

By David N. Currey

I thought of using a different title for this article, but then decided the new title would give the gist of my
article away a bit too early. So “Making Things Up” it is.
Several years ago I came across Kato's N scale El Capitan train. I had known it had come out over a year
before that, and thought that was a good set of models to issue, but other than that, I paid little attention to it.
Then I saw one in a hobby shop. Hmmm. Seeing such a set in person is a bit different from seeing a
pixelated photo of it in a model magazine. I had to take a closer look.
I thought Kato had done their usual excellent work. The detail and realism was quite good. The consist they
issued was a 10-car set: baggage, baggage-dormitory, 4 coaches, 2 step-down coaches, diner, and lounge.
The last step-down coach even has the El Capitan drumhead sign. There is also a 2-car add-on set available
separately that includes another coach and a mail storage car. Appropriate F7 diesel locomotives are
available separately by Kato and other model railroad manufacturers.
For those of you not familiar with the El Capitan, or El Cap as many railfans and modelers call it, here's a
brief history and description. The El Cap was an ATSF passenger train that ran from Chicago to Los
Angeles. It was an overnight (actually several nights) single-level coach-only (buy including diner and
lounge cars) train. Most such coach-only trains are not all that glamorous affairs, but the El Cap was
streamlined and had dome coaches. Like the Super Chief, it was on a fast schedule, and catered to people
who wanted a nice fast train, but didn't want to pay Pullman fares.
Other railroads ran similar deluxe coach-only overnight trains, such as Pennsylvania's Jeffersonian between
New York and St. Louis, New York Central's Pacemaker between New York and Chicago, and Illinois
Central's City of New Orleans between Chicago and New Orleans. Such trains usually only operated on
routes where there were numerous other trains, including a Pullman-only train. My Dad told me that during
World War II, when he was traveling back from New York City, he was able to sit in the very last parlor seat
in the Jeffersonian's observation car. He never told me why he was in New York City, but perhaps it was
training related. He was a weather observer during WWII, and shipped out to Saipan in 1944.
In 1956, the El Cap was re-equipped with the first 2-level intercity passenger equipment ever to be built,
which were a product of the Budd Company. This may have been the last new consist implemented in the
country. Since then, the railroads only upgraded individual cars in their trains. This 1956 train is the one
Kato has modeled—a 10-car consist with 8 high-levels, though I have seen the ATSF train described as a 9car consist, so perhaps the real original train actually had one less coach. (See the accompanying photo,
which shows only 7 high levels on the train, though it has 3 single-level cars.) In any event, Kato's is a 10car consist.
Well, I was really struck with the consist. Now enters the making things up part. My designed but still
unbuilt Texas and Louisiana Railroad runs a deluxe streamlined day train between San Antonio and El Paso.
I began wondering if I could use this El Cap consist (repainted and lettered for T&L, of course) as my Purple
Sage streamliner. I began thinking of how that would work. Ten cars was really too many, as I had planned
on using a 7-car single-level base consist. I'd have to shorten the two-level equipped train down to five cars
or so. That struck me as being kind of short for a two-level train.
But there was another snag. The El Cap equipment has a baggage-dormitory car. My daylight Purple Sage
would hardly need a baggage-dorm. But there was a further quandary: the Purple Sage carries a parlor car.
The El Cap equipment had no such car. Well, I thought, I could redo the interior of one coach with parlor
seating, but that still left the issue of the baggage-dorm. Maybe I could run the train from New Orleans to El
Paso, thus making it an overnight coach-only train in need of a dorm for its onboard crew. That was not a
pleasing solution, as I wanted my Purple Sage to originate in San Antonio, and thus be made up by the
depot/coach yard job (called the “Sausa [sic] Switcher” or the “Depot Dog”) every operating session.
That night I'm pretty sure I had a dream about the El Cap, but I don't remember how it went. Then the next
day it struck me. I could justify the El Cap consist as-is for my Purple Sage. Sweet! Here's my new
alternate-universe scenario: Budd was to deliver several consists of the El Cap several months early, as it
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Making Things Up

(Cont.)

By David N. Currey

was a large order. The Texas and Louisiana Railroad was thinking about re-equipping its Purple Sage, and
thought perhaps 2-level equipment would just be the right ticket. The T&L worked out a deal with the ATSF
to run two of the El Cap consists between San Antonio and El Paso for a 3-week test period, with test results
being provided to the ATSF on a weekly basis. Now I had the best of both worlds. Since it was only a test,
the equipment could remain in ATSF lettering. The baggage dorm car could remain, but be unused except
for the baggage part. The lack of parlor seating could be handled by offering parlor passengers a free trip
later once the regular equipment went back in service.
I purchased the set, and since then have acquired 3 Kato ATSF F7 diesel locomotives to power the train.
Three units seems enough for what I will run—probably an 8-car train with 6 high-levels. Operationally, I
would run this El Cap equipment only every third operating session or so, or if somebody twisted my arm
hard enough. Maybe you can likewise similarly run something as a “test run” during one of your operating
sessions.

Single-level El Capitan at Albuquerque in 1938 by Acme News Photos
(Public Domain) via Wikimedia Commons

High-level El Capitan at Shoemaker Canyon in 1950s by Fred Harvey
(Public Domain) via Wikimedia Commons
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Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

In my last Derail article, I had talked about how some of the geared steam locomotives were
used for switching operations. In this article, I will be discussing Sentinel locomotives, a
British shunting (switching) engine. In 1905 the Sentinel Wagon Works started production of
5-ton steam lorries (trucks) that had a vertical water tube boiler that was next to the driver with
2 cylinders mounted under with chain drive. Later models used a 4-cylinder steam engine. The
regular production of the steam trucks continued up to the late 1930’s. They had produced
about 100 special order trucks for a coal mine in Argentina in the late 1950’s. Two of them
survive today.
The company produced its first locomotive in 1923. It used the same 100 hp. steam engine as
the trucks mounted vertically with chain drive. In 1925, they produced their first steam railcar
with a total production of 292, with the last being in 1951. Most of the engines were 0-4-0, and
weighed about 20 tons. Some specials were built with double engines producing 200hp.
They even built an articulated double frame engine with 2 0-6-0 engines articulated,
generating 400 hp. using a single engineer. Their unusual design was quite successful for its
special application. The short wheel base allowed small radius curves. The drive system
produced no hammer-blow so light rail could be used. The speed was up to 21 mph. for the
single speed locos. The Y3 version was equipped with a two-speed transmission. The 600gallon water tank was in the center so its weight was the same for each axle, and with the large
capacity of the tank some of the engines could go 16 hours before needing to add water. The
water tank was a 4” thick casting, made heavy on purpose to increase traction. Weights were
added both to increase traction and to reinforce the frame. The water tube boiler included a
superheater and operated at 275 psi. All were coal fired. The coal was fed into the boiler from
the top, a lid was lifted and the coal was dropped down into the fire. The boiler also had a
water ash pan. A water tube boiler generates steam very quickly. A vertical boiler also has the
advantage of being able to operate on a steeper grade without the problem of a crown sheet
failure and boiler explosion. They used cam driven poppet valves- the separate intake and
exhaust cams were slid sideways to give five settings. The engine had a crankshaft like an
automotive crankshaft but had an open area below each piston that was sealed from the
crankcase to prevent steam from condensing in the crankcase and diluting the engine oil.
The last two Sentinel steam engines were produced in 1958 and then they changed to diesel.
They had built 505 steam locomotives, about 39 steam Sentinels still survive. I saw one when
I visited the National Railway Museum in York, UK. A model of the Sentinel locomotives in
both steam and diesel have been produced in HO gauge. I would like to add the steam version
to my collection.
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The Hobby Bench
Drilling Holes

By Pete Leach

Model railroading requires many skills and techniques to achieve our goals. Whether if you’re a scratch
builder, kit assembler, or just wanting to add details to a piece of R-T-R rolling stock, eventually, holes will
need to be drilled. Lots of Holes!
Every model railroader’s tool box should include a set of small drill bits and a pin vise. These are available
at most well stocked hobby shops and at the major on-line stores, such as Micro-Mark and Walthers. Figure
1 shows the tools I used most often to drill holes.

Figure 1 – Drilling Tools

Moving clockwise starting from the upper left are: 1) Drill Bit Set Stand, 2) Drill Bit Set in Fold up Case, 3)
2 Pin Vises (more on that later), 4) Rechargeable Electric Screw Driver, and 5) Chuck for Small Bits.
You notice I have two sets of drill bits. The extra set provides spares as bits tend to break or are lost at the
worst time, such as in the middle of a project! I’ve also got two pin vises, one for the very small bits
(marked with the green tape) and one for the large bits. Having a pin vise for the smaller bit sizes keeps the
collet sharp to hold them straight and tight.
Using a pin vise gets very tedious when drilling a lot of holes, especially into metal. A power screw driver
with a chuck for small bits speeds up the process. These drivers have good torque needed to power through
most materials and spin slow enough to control. I purchased mine at Lowes years ago. This driver’s head
can be rotated to drive at different angles to help reach those tight places. The chuck is from Micro Mark but
they are available from other tool suppliers. The chuck holds all but the very tiniest bits.
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach

Figure 2 – Micro Mark Chuck

When I needed to build a wooden trestle for my layout, I was faced with drilling hundreds of through holes
in the oak dowels used to make pilings for the bents. The holes need to be straight to receive NBW castings
on each side. I used a Dremel® rotary tool in their drill press attachment. The rotary tool was set at a lower
speed to prevent over heating the bit or the wood. A full-size drill press could be used with the chuck for
small bits mentioned earlier. Using the drill press saved a HUGE amount of time drilling the more than 400
holes needed to complete the trestle.

Fig 3 – Dremel® Rotary Tool in a Drill Press Attachment
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach
Some holes will need to be drilled for a screw, to mount a coupler for instance. The best way to accomplish
this to drill and tap the hole. Sets are available for specific screw sizes from Kadee and others. The set
includes a bit for clearance holes, a bit sized to have threads tapped, and a tap. Figure 4 shows sets for 2-56
and 00-90 sizes I use most often. Tapping the holes is the process of adding threads.

Fig 4 – Set of Drill Bits and Taps

Tapping threads requires a pin vise, a bit of lubricant, and patience. If you’ve never tried tapping a hole,
experiment on soft material, such as styrene. The Kadee sets include recommendations on lubricant based on
hole size and material. Take your time. Insert the tap mounted in a pin vise into the hole. Give it a twist of a
½ a turn or so. Reverse the turn and repeat until the hole has threads all the way through. Test it with one of
the threaded screws matched for the size.
Drilling holes is a modeling necessity that is easy to master, especially with the right tools. Finding short
cuts reduces much of the tedium experienced in the repetitive tasks when many holes are needed. Using a
tap to add threads for screws is not just for the trained machinist. So, what’s on your hobby bench?
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Submitted by Richard Louvet

If They Could Talk
By Bob Barnett
At the recent San Jacinto Jamboree, I came across an intriguing mystery surrounding a collection of
antique passenger cars. John's Hobby Shop from Arlington had an assortment of about fifty
passenger cars sans trucks and couplers all neatly bagged and for sale. John Frank my fellow
Passenger train addict discovered these and tipped me off to go see them. As I searched through the
pile, it began to dawn on me the relative uniqueness of this group of cars. They all appeared to have
been built by the same person. They all appeared to be 50 years old or more, and the vast majority
were lettered Missouri Pacific. A brief conversation with the young man behind the table revealed
that the cars had been purchased from a collection in Oklahoma City, and they still had their Mantua
couplers and cast metal trucks when purchased. As I looked more carefully at them I noted there were
old style Walthers, J.C. Models, and some unknown or scratch built cars.
Immediately questions began to pop into my mind-like: Where have these things been hiding all these
years? Could the original owner/builder only recently have passed away or has this large mass of
equipment survived intact all these years through multiple owners. How have they remained in such
good condition? If the owner ran or operated them why weren't the trucks and particularly the
couplers updated?
Now a little background on what makes these cars so unique and dates them. In 1949 Wm. K.
Walthers Co. announced their " New and Improved" passenger car kits with scale rivet detail. Prior
to this time Walthers cars had been stamped tin plated steel with belt rail and window detail but no
rivets. All the Walthers cars in this group were these smooth sided cars. There was a large number of
J.C. Models 60-foot coaches and combines. Shortly after World War II, J. C. Models announced their
new Silversides cars. These were remakes of their older series of cars that had been made for several
years in card stock, plus some new cars. The new car sides were stamped aluminum. The card stock
cars from this collection dated from the late 1930's, through WW II, and possibly into the early post
War era. In addition, several of the baggage and RPO cars appeared to be scratch built from card
stock or heavily modified kits. Very little finely ground model paint was available in this era. Al 
though Floquil and 410 M appeared in the late 1940's, most modelers of that time relied on dime store
enamels and model airplane paints or the enamel "Fix-All" paint from the local hardware store. The
result was usually a thick coat of glossy enamel that was often coated with clear lacquer or enamel to
secure and preserve decals. Still these models represent the state of the art from a time when the
hobby was evolving from a craftsman/mechanic's scratch building activity.
A trip back to talk to John the owner on Sunday would shed only slightly more light on the matter.
Yes, he had purchased the cars from an estate in Oklahoma City, but there were originally 110
passenger cars in the lot! To anyone who has ever built a Walthers or J.C. Silversides car, this
represents an enormous investment of time and energy. No, he was not sure if the estate from which
he bought the cars represented the original owner or a second party. Based on the information
gathered, the following are questions, conjecture, and pure speculation:
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1. The cars all appear to have been built in a fairly short time span between the late 1930's and the late
1940's (possibly stretching into the early 1950's). Why this assumption? The car kits themselves were
not manufactured for long after WW II. During the war most model manufacturing ceased as
manufacturers went into defense work and metals were restricted for use in defense production only.
The lone exceptions were some wood and card stock kits that stayed in production because they
required no strategic materials and the government did not wish to halt all recreational activities. If
the builder had stockpiled the kits and simply built them over a much longer span of time, why had he
not upgraded to the better paints and details that appeared soon after the war.
2. Why was a collection from Oklahoma City overwhelmingly Missouri Pacific? Oklahoma City is
served by several popular southwestern roads, but the MoPac is not one of them. I believe the cars
were built elsewhere, somewhere along the MoPac. John Frank commented that with the number of
modified baggage cars the builder was probably modeling what he saw; and I agree. The paint and
lettering schemes were correct and car numbers appear correct or at least plausible. There were also a
number of cars lettered for Texas & Pacific. A MoPac affiliate, T&P cars appeared in nearly all Texas
bound MoPac trains. There were also a few Frisco and Katy cars. It seems likely to me that the
builder lived somewhere between St, Louis and Texarkana on the MoPac. From anywhere along this
line a railroad employee or interested observer could view the parade of trains with MoPac and T & P
cars. From St. Louis the Frisco and MK T were accessible.
3. Who would have had time to build such a large number of cars in that time span? Ken Caulking
and I looked at the cars on Sunday and speculated that the builder was quite likely a railroad
employee. During WW II the enormous amount of traffic bound for the Army and Army Air Corps
bases in Texas and Oklahoma strained the MoPac, Katy, Cotton Belt, and Frisco to the limit. There
were operators stationed at open order stations and depot employees who were eliminated shortly
after the war. In addition, third trick operators and tower men might be very busy for part of their shift
a while the remainder was fairly quiet. It is possible that a railroad employee might have used a few
minutes of this off time each day to glue on a part or two. Even if only a few minutes of lunch break
or coffee break were used, this time from a six to seven day a week schedule would add up over the
years. There were other jobs where employees were required to be on duty long hours, but they may
have been busy for only a part of it: hotel night clerk, REA clerk at a remote station, contract mail
carrier required to meet the passenger trains at their scheduled arrival, or maybe the night clerk at a
railroad YMCA.
Whoever the builder /modeler was he or she seemed to know a lot about the prototype in particular
the MoPac. He was working with kits that would be considered crude even by 1960s standards and
paint, couplers and trucks that were primitive. Yet he created a fascinating and fairly accurate
collection of steam era passenger cars from the southwest. I would dearly love to see what he saw
and possess the firsthand knowledge he had. — If only those cars could talk.
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School Model Railroad Club Update

By JayC. Williams

I am overwhelmed by the rapid and generous response of the San Jacinto modelers to the needs of
my school's model railroad club. While there will be some ongoing needs from my students, at
this time here are the biggest needs. All items, unless specifically stated, are needed in HO and N
scale:
1. Track and Turnouts. Any and all donations of track and turnouts are welcomed. Since I'm
working with students who've had varying degrees of exposure to the basics of our hobby,
sometimes simply having examples of different types of track allow me to teach them about
the variety of equipment available and when and where it might be suitable. As I share with
the members at our last meeting, my students have set beginning a modular layout as their
goal. So the more track we have that meets NMRA HO standards for modular track, the closer
we are to achieving that goal.
2. Rolling stock. Since I'm working with students, any rolling stock would be fine. It gives me a
chance to discuss with them ideas of prototype accuracy, and gives them something to cut their
teeth on. Of special use are basic, easy-to-assemble kits. As we are working in standard DC,
any locomotive donations are welcomed as well.
3. Power Packs/Electronic Components. We have a couple of small power packs that came with
HO train sets from the early 80's. As our layout grows, we will need more power to support
our layouts. At the same time, there is a need for those small electronic components (toggle
switches, wiring, connectors, and associated tools) that are used to make a layout function. We
don't need DCC equipment, but rather the things that help create multiple cab control DC
layouts.
4. Tools. It goes without saying we don't have much in the ways of tools. And with many hands
at work, the need for multiples of the same tool arises when we're teaching new skills.
5. Mentors. My kids are clamoring to learn as many of the skills necessary to create high quality
model railroads as possible. My principal has cleared us to both accept visitors and to go out
and tour model railroads.My students have expressed specific interest in learning how to create
scenery, detail models, create prototypical examples, and all of the basic skills there in.
6. Anyone who can help teach my students some of these skills is welcomed. They only need to
pass the VIPS screening process, which can be done following these steps:






Step 1 Register online at HoustonISD.org/VIPSLogin
Step 2 Once you have registered, you must go in person to Hogg MS (1100 Merrill St)
and show photo identification.
Step 3 Identification information will go into our database for processing by the
Volunteer Coordinator at each campus.
Step 4 The criminal history background check can take a week to complete.
Step 5 Once you are CLEARED to volunteer, you are eligible to volunteer throughout
HISD.

Our club meets from 10:36-11:06am M-Th and 3:45-5:00pm on the Wednesdays we don't have
faculty meetings. As always, anyone with specific questions can e-mail me at
jay.williams@houstonisd.org.
JayC. Williams
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January Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to
order at 6:55pm.
There were two visitors: Amy Wayburn, Keith
Freitag and new member JayC. Williams.
David Currey still needs volunteers for clinics
and refreshments. He passed around signup
sheets.
David introduced Chuck Lind who gave a
clinic on the “History of Logging and Sawmills
in East Texas”. The talk was followed by a
question and answer period.
Bob thanked Chuck Clark for cookies for the
meeting.
Bob thanked Craig Brantley for a successful
Fall Layout Tour.
Treasurer’s Report
The December minutes were approved as
published.
The December 30 bank balance was
$13,547.48. Income for the month was $225 in
Train Show table sales. Expenses were $204
for the layout tour brochures, $274 for club
brochures, $118 in rentals for the Christmas
Party, $75 for software, and $220 for
advertising and $50 for our 100% NMRA
certificate.
The final
disbursed.

Harvey

related

donation

was

Greater Houston Train Show
Steve Sandifer circulated signup sheets for
volunteers. There will a need for more people
to man the registration table at the start of the
show and for set-up and take-down with
additional tables.
Robert Ashcraft said that 141 of 144 vendor
tables were sold, including 24 tables added this
year.
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750 post cards were mailed to previous
attendees. Handouts of show flyers at the NRG
show two weeks before the GHTS should boost
attendance.
Lone Star Region/ Division 8
Jim Lemmond reported that LSR has a
candidate for the youth award with two more
possibilities. He will be requesting volunteers
via email to man the NMRA booth at the
Worlds Greatest Hobby on Tour at the NRG on
February 3 and 4.
Derail
Bob Sabol asked for more layouts to be
featured in the derail.
Old Business
Barnett mentioned the need for an updated
directory. Bob Werre volunteered to take
photos.
New Business
JayC. Williams outlined the work he is doing at
Hogg middle school with a new model railroad
club. The school is supporting his efforts with
space for the layout and $500. Jay needs track,
rolling stock, etc. The railroad will get some
rough wear so new equipment is not warranted.
A motion was passed to set aside $500 for any
needs Jay can identify. There was some
discussion of used material donations from club
members
Steve Sandifer asked about the students visiting
some club layouts or San Jac members visiting
the school. Club layout owners expressed
interest. A school visit needs some security
protocols to be met but would be welcomed.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:36.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Pete Leach
pleachtx55@gmail.com
Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Kelly Russell
krussl@yahoo.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6

“Gauntlet Track Weigh Scale/
Double Track Crossing/
Fuel Distributor”
by

Jim Williams
Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Geoffrey Hagno (cookies)

Video Corner

Bakersfield to Mojave cab ride aboard
a Southern Pacific Oil Trail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wY9Y4F3iD1w
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